
1. Introduction:

As their characteristics might differ greatly from 

those of their respective bulk metals, metal 

nanoparticles such as copper, gold, platinum, and 

silver have received a lot of attention lately. The 

optical and electrical properties of these metal 

nanoparticles are dependent on their size. Due to its 

distinct size- and shape-dependent optical, 

electrical, and catalytic capabilities, silver (AgNPs) 

is the most well-known of several nanomaterials 

that have gained attention recently [1]. The 

environmentally benign, cost-effective, and 

environmentally friendly process of employing 

plant extract for the green production of silver 

nanoparticles (AgNPs) is gaining popularity [2]. 

.Researchers have become interested in 

nanoparticles of sizes between 1 and 100 nm for 

their optical, chemical, and mechanical 

characteristics[3]. Numerous applications, 

including those in the agricultural, pharmaceutical, 

industrial, and medical sectors, have been proposed [4].

Several chemical and physical processes, including 

as chemical reduction, thermal breakdown, 

electrochemistry, son chemistry, microwave 

energy, laser ablation, helium droplets, and sol-gel, 

can produce metal nanoparticles[5-7]. These 

methods could affect the environment badly 

because they used hazardous chemicals and 

solvents. However, in recent years, a new technique 

has been utilized to produce different metal and 

semiconductor nano-objects, which is called green 

synthesis[8, 9]. This method depends on using 

different plant portions and bio-organisms such as 

f u n g u s ,  y e a s t  a n d  b a c t e r i a  t o  f o r m  

nanoparticles[10]. It is expected that the bioactive 

compound which exist in plants and microbes could 

serve as capping and reducing agents. 

Plant extract technique has more advantages when 

compared to other biological procedures, because it 

doesn't  require culturing processes[11].  

Furthermore, nanoparticles formed using plant 

extract methods are favored since they are 
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profitable, single-step process for biosynthesis 

process and environment friendly[12].  Al Hindawi 

groups created silver particles by extracting the 

peel from grapefruits (citrus paradise)[8]. 

Additionally, silver nanoparticles with an FFC 

phase structure and a diameter of 65 nm were 

effectively created utilizing bitter orange peel 

extract[13]. Dyes are a group of organic chemicals 

that are frequently employed in the culinary, 

printing, and textile industries. The majority of dye 

effluents are poisonous and non-biodegradable, and 

they all have a significant detrimental impact on 

the environment. Reactive red dye is a carcinogenic 

and poisonous derivative of phenothiazine that is 

used to color fabrics[14].

In this paper, using Litchi chinensis extract, which 

is an active fruit with various bioactive components 

like phenols and flavonoids. To characterize the 

resulting silver particles, an X-ray diffraction 

technique (XRD) and UV-visible spectrometer were 

used. Photo-degradation ability of our prepared Ag 

nanoparticles was studied. The results show that 

biosynthesized Ag nanoparticles can act as a 

photocatalytic to remove toxic congo red dye from 

wastewater.

2. Materials and Methods:

2.1 Synthesis Of Silver Nanoparticles: 
At this project, deionized water was used as a 
solvent for dissolving starting materials. A solution 
of AgNO (2mM) was prepared by adding silver 3 

nitrate into 200 mL distilled water and stirred for 
30 minutes until no particle was observed. This 
solution was kept in a dark place to avoid the 
oxidation of silver.  To prepare Litchi chinensis 
extract solution: 

1- Litchi chinensis was washed with distilled 

water and cut into small pieces.

2- Allowing these small Litchi chinensis pieces to 
odry in oven at 75 C.

 3- Ten grams of the powdered Litchi chinensis 

were dissolved in 100 milliliters of distilled 

water, the proper amount.
o4- The mixture was then heated to 80 C for ten 

ominutes, filtered and finally stored at ~6 C.                                                                                                                                                      

(10 ml) of the Litchi chinensis extract solution and 

(90 ml) of the silver nitrate solution were combined 

to create silver nanoparticles. Subsequently, this 

solution was stirred and kept for 6 hours at room 

temperature. The spectra of the solution were then 

captured using the UV-Vis spectrometer. The 

solution was centrifuged at 3000 r

pm for 45 minutes to prepare for SEM and XRD 

experiments, after which the sample was dried at 75 
oC.  Figure (1):
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Figure 1:   Suggested scheme of   synthesis Ag Nps.
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2.2    Photodecoloriation of Congo Red Dye: 

As the sodium salt of 3,3'-([1,1'-biphenyl]-4,4'-diyl) 

bis (4-aminonaphthalene-1-sulfonic acid), Congo 

red is an organic substance. The dye is an azo. 

Because Congo red dissolves in water, a red 

colloidal solution is produced; It is more soluble in 

organic solvents. Using this approach, 100 ml of 

congo red dye solution—the proper concentration of 

100 ppm—was mixed with 0.1 g of AgNO3 to make 

congo red solution (CR), figure (2) [15]. The 

produced suspension solutions were subjected to 

1.41 x 10-6 s-1 Einstein UV-A light flux. To filter, 

around 3 mL of the suspension solution were 

obtained at different stages and centrifuged for 10 

minutes at 4000 rpm. An absorption was then 

measured using the supernatant. The dye's UV Vis 

spectrum measured at (496 nm).     

A handmade photo reactor was used in an 

experimental setting to perform photocatalytic 

degradation. Irradiation sources (Philips mercury 

lamp UV(A), which has six 15-watt lights per lamp) 

(Germany). The majority of experiments were 

3conducted in a 400 cm  reactor. The distance 

between the lamp and the radiation vessel was fixed 

for a particular light intensity. The lamp was 

positioned perpendicularly above, figure (3).  All 

studies involved using a magnetic stirrer to suspend 

3the necessary amount of catalyst in 200 cm  of 

aqueous dye solutions. In the majority of cases, and 

centrifuged (6000 rpm, 10 minutes) in a JANETZI - 

T5, Belgium centrifuge).

Figure 2: (a) Structure of Congo Red dye (b) A real image of preparation solution of Congo red in ppm.

a b
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3. Results and Discussions: 

Silver nitrate is made into a yellow solution when 

mango extract is added.  Leaving the solution for (6 

hours) under room temperature leads to change the 

color to brownish as shown in figure (1), indicating 

the formation of Ag NPs. silver nanoparticles. This 

changing means that silver ion is reduced by Litchi 

chinensis extract and free Ag was formed which 

growth to form cluster then nanoparticles. 

Figure (4): Prepared Ag nanoparticles from 

AgNO3 and Litchi chinensis extract: (a) the solution 

after 0 hour mixing and (b) the solution after 6-hour 

mixing.

The UV-Vis absorption spectra provided 

confirmation that silver particles had formed (UV-

Vis-1650PC Shimadzu, Japan). Figure (5) shows 

that the maximum absorption peak of Ag particles 

is centered around 400 nm, that means there is a 

blue shift about 20 nm when compared to bulk 

silver[16]. The quantum size effect is responsible for 

this blue shift [17].   

The crystalline makeup of the biosynthesized silver 

nanoparticles was examined using XRD analysis. 

The four peaks are pointed. See figure (6) were seen 

at 2 = 37.57°, 42.71°, 66.11°, and 79.3° in the XRD 

pattern. The (110), (201), (223), and (314) planes, 

respectively, correspond to these diffraction peaks 

for Ag nanoparticles[18] suggesting the FCC phase 

structure for Ag nanoparticles. Using Scherrer's 

equation, the size of the silver nanoparticles is 

determined from the XRD data [19]:    

Figure. (3): Real image for (a) the reactor system without using UV-lamp, and (b) photo-degradation surface.

a b

Figure. (5): The absorption spectra of Ag nanoparticles' 
when exposed to Litchi chinensis extract.
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The crystalline makeup of the biosynthesized silver 

nanoparticles was examined using XRD analysis. 

The four peaks are pointed. See figure (6) were seen 

at 2 = 37.57°, 42.71°, 66.11°, and 79.3° in the XRD 

pattern. The (110), (201), (223), and (314) planes, 

respectively, correspond to these diffraction peaks 

for Ag nanoparticles[18] suggesting the FCC phase 

structure for Ag nanoparticles. Using Scherrer's 

equation, the size of the silver nanoparticles is 

determined from the XRD data [19]:    

Figure 6:  XRD pattern for Ag nanoparticles 

prepared using Litch

3.2 Photocatalytic Degredation Of Dye:

Studying Ag nanoparticles' photocatalytic activity. 

By irradiating the dye solution with UV light while 

also including AgNPs as a photo catalyst, it was 

possible to decolorize reactive red dye in solution. 

According to the following equations, the rate 

constant (k) of photocatalytic decolonization of 

Congo Red dye was calculated using the Langmuir-

Hinshelwood expression for first order kinetics

[19,20]

     (2)

     (3)

Here, Figure (7) shows the dye's beginning 

concentration (in mg/L) as Co and its final 

concentration (in mg/L) during the time 

period of radiation exposure. 

Figure 7:  Relationship between the irradiation 

time and ln Cₒ/Ct.

The photocatalytic decolonization efficiency (PDE) 

of the dye in the presence of AgNPs is calculated 

using the following equation:[ 21]      

Figure. (8) shows that the PDE curve gradually 

increases with time, with the best PDE being 

achieved after irradiation for 10 And 30 min.

   Figure. (8): Showing the PDE as a function of time.

3 . 3  E f f e c t  o f  C o n g o  R e d  D y e  

Concentration:

To investigate the impact of the initial 

concentration of dye, various CR from (10-15) ppm 

concentrations were chosen. In figure (9), The rate 

of CR degradation is significantly influenced by the 

principal constituent of the dye solution. The 

photocatalytic degradation of dye with respect to 

time and concentration. As illustrated in Figure 4, 

the experimental results could be evaluated assuming 

pseudo first order kinetics,

2024 B. A. Mohammad, I. J. Radhi
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Figure 9: (a) The change in photocatalytic 

degradation and (b)PDE% as a function of 

concentrations caused by the starting concentration 

of CR dye.

Encouraging all quantity barriers to complete 

molecular transport between the aqueous and 

solid phases is largely dependent on the 

primary concentration [22]. This study 

deviates from Mahalakshmi, S., et al. (2015), 

who demonstrated a similar trend with an 

increase in the tenth day and a drop in the 

fifteenth day. All of the dye concentrations 

displayed a sharp decline in the amount of 

chlorophyll-a. [23].

3.4  Effect Solvent on the Congo Red Dye:

Within 105 minutes, the photocatalytic degradation 

of the Congo Red dye at various H2O2 and methanol 

concentrations was investigated in the presence of 0.4 gm, 

10 ppm CR dye, 15.4 mW.cm-2, and 298 K temperature. 

The kinetics of the reaction resembled those that were seen 

in the absence of the oxidant. According to the experimental 

data, the reaction kinetics, as depicted in figure, follow first 

order kinetics (10).

Figure 10: (a) PDE% as a function of scavenger type 

and (b) the solvent effect (H2O2 and CH3OH).

The quantity of H2O2 at which hydroxyl 

radicals are produced has a limit. OH do not 

participate in oxidative pathways; instead, 

they are consumed in other reactions. As a hole 

scavenger, CH3OH reacts with holes produced 

by photosynthesis to slow down the pace of 

deterioration. radicals in OH [24]. Hydrogen 

peroxide has two roles. It has two functions: 

first, it can generate; second, it can act as an 

electron acceptor, so promoting charge 

separation. OH radicals in accordance with the 

subsequent formulas [ 25].
-    -H O +   e → OH  + OH      (5)2 2            

-    - .H O + O → OH + OH +O (6)2 2      2           2      
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Methanol finds extensive application in the 

industrial sector as a solvent and as a starting point 

for the production of formaldehyde, fuels, anti-

freezing solvents, inks, dyes, resins, and adhesives 

[26].

4. Conclusions:

Silver nanoparticles was synthesized successfully 

from cheap, simple and eco-friendly method. Silver 

nanoparticles are prevented from aggregating by 

the Litchi chinensis extract's decreasing and 

capping effects. The bio synthesized particles have 

crystalline structure (FCC phase) and have the 

ability to degradation the Congo red dye.     
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